What's Lupus, Mama?
On a trip to visit a friend who has Lupus, Michelle explains to her children what Lupus is and how to help others with it.

This book was very helpful with explaining my Lupus diagnosis to my young child. There are certain aspects of the illness that I would not like to go into with her so this book allowed the simplest explanation possible so that she would not be too overwhelmed.

I bought this to assist in talking to a seven and eleven year old about lupus, which their mother has. I knew it might be elementary for the eleven year old, but it was very disappointing. The pictures were awful and looked like they had been done on a cheap paint program. The colors were strange. The story was lame. Worst of all, the explanation of sle was awful! Not sure what happened on this but you’re better off winging it talking to kids than relying on this book to help.

Wish it was a bit longer and or more informative for children. Was cute in it’s own way but I think I explained my disease better to my daughter. Was a good try.
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